Changes in chromosome number and structure are important contributors to adaptation, speciation and macroevolution. In flowering plants, polyploidy and subsequent reductions in chromosome number by fusion are major sources of chromosomal evolution, but chromosome number increase by fission has been relatively unexplored. Here, we use comparative linkage mapping with gene-based markers to reconstruct chromosomal synteny within the model flowering plant genus Mimulus (monkeyflowers). Two sections of the genus with haploid numbers X14 have been inferred to be relatively recent polyploids because they are phylogenetically nested within numerous taxa with low base numbers (n ¼ 8-10). We combined multiple data sets to build integrated genetic maps of the M. guttatus species complex (section Simiolus, n ¼ 14) and the M. lewisii group (section Erythranthe; n ¼ 8), and then aligned the two integrated maps using 4100 shared markers. We observed strong segmental synteny between M. lewisii and M. guttatus maps, with essentially 1-to-1 correspondence across each of 16 chromosomal blocks. Assuming that the M. lewisii (and widespread) base number of 8 is ancestral, reconstruction of 14 M. guttatus chromosomes requires at least eight fission events (likely shared by Simiolus and sister section Paradanthus (n ¼ 16)), plus two fusion events. This apparent burst of fission in the yellow monkeyflower lineages raises new questions about mechanisms and consequences of chromosomal fission in plants. Our comparative maps also provide insight into the origins of a chromosome exhibiting centromere-associated female meiotic drive and create a framework for transferring M. guttatus genome resources across the entire genus.
INTRODUCTION
Changes in chromosome number and structure are important contributors to adaptation, speciation and macroevolutionary diversity (Levin, 2002) . Closely related taxa often differ by a least a few structural rearrangements, and more distantly related taxa within genera often differ in chromosome number as well. In plants, polyploidy is an important source of chromosomal change, and doublings or near-doublings in chromosome number within families are often assumed to result from tetraploidy events (Jones, 1998; Wood et al., 2009) . Nonetheless, changes in chromosome number between sister lineages may also occur by chromosome fission and fusion (Schubert and Lysak, 2011) . However, both traditional cytogenetic studies (Baldwin and Wessa, 2000) and genomic analyses (Luo et al., 2009) suggest that dysploid (large steps) or aneuploid (small steps) decrease in chromosome number is more common than chromosome number increase by fission, with the exception of a few holocentric lineages in which fission may be less deleterious (Chung et al., 2012) . Chromosomal fission can be difficult to distinguish from polyploidy when gaps in chromosome number are large, however, and assumptions about the prevalence of polyploidy in plants may bias simple chromosome-counting approaches to inferring the direction of karyotypic change (Mayrose et al., 2010; Cusimano et al., 2012) . Therefore, directly identifying patterns of synteny between closely related taxa with very different chromosome numbers is an important first step toward investigating the causes and consequences of major karyotypic change.
Here, we investigate patterns of chromosomal evolution within the flowering plant genus Mimulus (Phrymaceae, formerly Scrophulariaceae). With 4150 ecologically diverse species and numerous crosscompatible species complexes suitable for genetic investigation, Mimulus has long been a model system for understanding plant adaptation and speciation (Wu et al., 2008) . The genus, which has its center of diversity and likely origin in western North America, has traditionally been divided into seven sections. Two sections, Simiolus and Paradanthus, consist of primarily yellow-flowered taxa and have n ¼ 14 and 16, respectively, as the common haploid chromosome numbers (Beardsley et al., 2004) . Most of the remaining Mimulus sections, including the section Erythranthe, have a common haploid chromosome number of 8 (n ¼ 9-10 in a few cases). Paradanthus appears polyphyletic, with one clade sister to Simiolus and the other to Erythranthe (Beardsley et al., 2003 (Beardsley et al., , 2004 . However, these three sections together form a monophyletic group contained within the rest of Mimulus (Beardsley et al., 2004) , and share a most recent common ancestor about 20 million years ago (Mya) (Nie et al., 2006) . Because phylogenetic reconstructions strongly suggests that n ¼ 8 is ancestral in Mimulus, the B2-fold difference in chromosome number between Erythranthe species (and most other taxa) and the yellow monkeyflowers has been inferred to represent a whole-genome duplication event specific to Simiolus and its sister clade of yellow Paradanthus (Figure 4 of Beardsley et al., 2004) .
In this study, we compare integrated genetic maps of the Mimulus guttatus (yellow monkeyflower) species complex (section Simiolus; 2n ¼ 28) and the Mimulus lewisii species group (section Erythranthe; 2n ¼ 16) to infer chromosomal synteny. Comparative linkage mapping is a useful tool for the investigation of patterns of genome evolution, including chromosomal rearrangements, and also facilitates transfer of genetic tools and information among related but reproductively incompatible taxa (for examples, Burke et al., 2004; Wu and Tanksley, 2010) . Both groups of monkeyflowers have been model systems for understanding speciation for nearly five decades and were among the first wild plants investigated with linkage and quantitative trait loci mapping approaches (Bradshaw et al., 1995; Fishman et al., 2001) . The two species complexes remain models for understanding both chromosomal (Fishman and Saunders, 2008; Scoville et al., 2009; Lowry and Willis, 2010; Fishman et al., 2013) and genic contributions to the maintenance of fitness variation and the development of species barriers. More recently, whole-genome sequence from M. guttatus (http: //www.Phytozome.net/) has facilitated candidate gene, fine mapping and positional cloning approaches to investigate the molecular basis of population differentiation and species divergence in Mimulus. Recent work has, for example, used the M. guttatus genome sequence as a guide for dissecting floral pigmentation loci in other Mimulus (Cooley et al., 2011; Streisfeld et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2013) . However, maximal use of M. guttatus genomic resources for research across the genus requires integration of genetic maps from other taxa with the genetic and physical maps of M. guttatus. The comparative maps presented in this study extend that connection genome wide to the M. cardinalis group, and also set the stage for investigating the molecular mechanisms and evolutionary consequences of major genomic restructuring in this model genus.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Markers
A set of gene-based exon-primed intron-containing markers based on M. guttatus, cDNA sequences (MgSTS markers, for M. guttatus sequence-tagged site) were used for Mimulus map construction, integration and comparison. MgSTS markers were designed to be both broadly useful across the genus and highly polymorphic within and among species. Similar to COS markers of the Solanaceae (Wu and Tanksley, 2010) and Asteraceae (Chapman et al., 2007) , MgSTS primers sets were designed from cDNA library of M. guttatus (IM62 inbred line) using a pipeline with three major features (Bouck and Vision, 2007) . First, cDNA sequences were blasted against Arabidopsis and other dicot cDNA databases, and putatively low copy number genes were retained (criteria: first hit oe À20 , no more than three other hits within e À10 window). Second, intron positions were inferred from comparisons of Arabidopsis genomic and cDNA sequences, assuming conservation of intron position. Third, primers were designed from the M. guttatus exon sequence to amplify one or more potential intron-containing regions, with each primer designed in a region of high amino-acid conservation with their 3 0 ends anchored on second positions. Primer information for MgSTS markers (n ¼ 855) and sequences of corresponding cDNAs can be found at mimulusevolution.org. For mapping, primer sets were tested in the parental lines used to generate each mapping population, and fragment length polymorphisms scorable by capillary electrophoresis were identified. Multiplexes of three to six markers (forward primers 5 0 fluorescently labeled) were amplified using a standard touchdown PCR protocol. Additional information on the MgSTS genotyping methods can be found elsewhere (Fishman et al., , 2013 .
Because the M. guttatus whole-genome sequence was not available at the time of MgSTS marker design, primer sequences were not initially screened for uniqueness. However, the physical position(s) of sequences corresponding to each MgSTS primer can now be determined by BLAST to the 7 Â draft genome assembly of M. guttatus (V1.1; http: //www.Phytozome.org/), and 50 markers (for examples, MgSTS.605 and MgSTS.598) were identified as identical by physical position. These pairs were collapsed to a single MgSTS number (whatever was most common across all maps) for the maps presented here and the other marker name deleted if it has also been mapped. Other markers amplified multiple segregating loci in a given cross-or amplified markers that mapped to distinct locations in two crosses within a group; these pairs could generally be confirmed as paralogs by BLAST (that is, equal match of both primers to two separate physical scaffolds) and have been designated by letter suffixes (a-d). It is also possible that some markers without such suffixes represent different loci in different maps, as only polymorphic markers could be mapped in a given cross.
Integrated M. guttatus map
For the integrated M. guttatus map (GIM, for guttatus integrated map), we concatenated linkage data from four F2-based mapping populations. With a few exceptions (see below), we used as our framework the combined Iron Mountain (CIM) map, which involves plants derived from a single wellstudied M. guttatus population (Iron Mountain, OR, USA) and has the highest marker coverage (14 linkage groups, 274 markers, 1453 cM). This map is itself a consensus map based on three F2 hybrid maps, each created by crossing representatives of high and low outbred selection lines for flower size (Lee, 2009) . The other three mapping populations all had the IM62 inbred line from Iron Mountain as one parent, with either a divergent ecotype or closely related species as the other, so the markers and maps are highly comparable. The second map (DIM; 184 markers, 1391 cM) was based on recombinant inbred lines derived from F2 hybrids of IM62 and the DUN10 inbred line, representing the coastal perennial ecotype of M. guttatus (Lowry et al., 2009; Lowry and Willis, 2010) . The final two maps (F2N 2006 and F2N 2009 on mimulusevolution.org; here NIM1 and NIM2) are both based on an inbred line cross of Sherar's Falls (SF) M. nasutus Â IM62 M. guttatus. M. nasutus is the most widespread of several highly self-fertilizing small-flowered species closely related to M. guttatus. The NIM1 map used a subset (N ¼ 276) of an initial larger mapping population genotyped for quantitative trait locus and transmission ratio distortion mapping (Fishman et al., 2001 ) and included 141 MgSTS markers, 12 SSR markers and 75 AFLPs . The AFLPs were not included in map concatenation, and so terminal AFLPs were dropped from aligned NIM1 map (192 markers, shortened length ¼ 1328 cM). The NIM2 mapping population was grown and genotyped at Duke University for quantitative trait loci mapping of physiological traits (C Wu and JH Willis, unpublished data) and consists of 223 markers spanning 1406 cM. These four maps plus maps based on reciprocal IM62 M. guttatus Â SF M. nasutus nearly isogenic line (NIL) populations (see below) are aligned in Supplementary Figure S1 .
We first attempted to concatenate the M. guttatus maps using the map integration function in Joinmap 4.0 software (Van Ooijen, 2006) , in which each of the base maps had been constructed. However, the maps produced with this approach often diverged substantially from the original, and generally parallel (Supplementary Figure S1) , base maps in either order or intermarker distances. This discrepancy was likely because the Joinmap map integration protocol requires use of the regression-mapping algorithm, where recombination frequencies are averaged across maps for shared markers. However, recombination rates vary between maps just by chance, and each of the base maps also exhibits at least one region of suppressed recombination relative to others due to inversions that distinguish the parental lines (Lowry et al., 2009; Lee, 2009) . Such systematic differences in recombination violate the assumptions necessary for automatic concatenation.
Therefore, we present a concatenated M. guttatus map (GIM; Supplementary Figure S2 ) constructed by designating a putatively collinear and relatively dense framework map for each linkage group (CIM for all but LG6, LG7 and LG11) and manually placing unshared markers from each map in the positions dictated by shared flanking markers. That is, if MgSTS.822 was Chromosome number evolution in monkeyflowers L Fishman et al placed in the center of the B9 cM interval between MgSTS.477 and MgSTS.306 in the DIM map (Supplementary Figure S1; LG4), but was absent from that interval in the CIM map, it was inserted into the CIM map in the appropriate relative position. This process was repeated iteratively, starting with markers present on multiple secondary maps and progressing to singletons. Because the number of shared markers was high, which implies that we often had multiple sources of positional information for markers not present in the framework group, placement was generally a straightforward process. In addition to the four primary maps, we also placed markers based on their locations in two NIL populations created by backcrossing reciprocal F1 hybrids to each parental line for four generations. These BN4 (SF Â IM62 F1, M. nasutus recurrent parent, N ¼ 188) and BG4 (IM62 Â SF F1, M. guttatus recurrent parent, N ¼ 192) populations were genotyped at MgSTS-, SSR-and gene-based markers designed following the MgSTS pipeline (232 and 194 markers each, respectively; Supplementary Figure S1 ). Markers in the NIL populations were readily grouped and ordered in Joinmap, although we cannot reasonably assume the Mendelian segregation and equal recombination in all generations required for accurate distance estimation (Fishman and Willis, 2005) . A total of 43 markers were added from the two NIL maps (29 shared, 19 unique to BN4 and 1 unique to BG4), with the placement of singletons verified by physical linkage (based on primer BLAST) to a mapped marker on the same scaffold of the IM62 M. guttatus reference genome (V1.1; http: //www. Phytozome.net/). For completeness, a handful of markers were also added from published fine-mapping studies of particular genomic regions (Barr and Fishman, 2010) .
Integrated M. lewisii map
The M. lewisii integrated map was constructed by concatenating two maps based on inbred line crosses of M. parishii Â M. lewisii (LP) and M. lewisii Â M. cardinalis (LC), which are described in detail elsewhere (Fishman et al., 2013) . The LEW inbred line was shared by both mapping populations and a high proportion of markers were shared between the LP and LC maps. However, marker distances and orders in both interspecific maps were affected by the presence of putative rearrangements, including both translocations and inversions, with an estimated minimum of five regions of recombination suppression in the LC map and two in the LP map (Fishman et al., 2013) . Thus, the concatenated M. lewisii group map (linkage groups designated as LPC) was constructed using the relatively collinear LP map as base, with markers from the LC map added when they could be unambiguously assigned as tightly linked to a shared marker.
Map comparison
We aligned the integrated M. guttatus (GIM) and M. lewisii group (LPC) maps using markers shared by both genetic maps or, for LPC markers without a match, physical linkage (as indicated by colocalization on the same V1.1 M. guttatus genome scaffold; http: //www.Phytozome.org/) between a LPCmapped marker and a separate GIM marker. The V1.1 genome assembly consists of many small (maximum length B5 Mb) scaffolds, and thus such pairs were generally within 0.5 Mb. In a few cases, we could not make any links, and in a few others, we could not confidently determine which member of a duplicated marker pair on GIM matched the single locus mapped under that name in the LPC map, or vice versa; in the latter case, we made both links.
RESULTS

Integrated M. guttatus map
The integrated M. guttatus map consists of 480 markers spanning 1504 cM on 14 linkage groups (Supplementary Figure S2) . The total length is somewhat greater than each of the contributing maps because we chose a non-suppressed base map where possible for each chromosome containing a known polymorphic inversion. In addition to the three putative or confirmed inversions that suppress recombination on LG8 in DIM (Lowry and Willis, 2010) , LG6 in CIM (Lee, 2009 ) and LG10 in NIM1 and NIM2 (Lee, 2009) , there is local discrepancy of DIM vs CIM/NIM on LG5 as well as a few other regions (Supplementary Figure S1) that may indicate previously undetected differences in chromosome structure. The marker density in these areas is too low for further inferences at this time, but higher-resolution mapping with sequence-based markers may reveal additional chromosomal polymorphism within this diverse species complex. In addition, all of our mapping populations were polymorphic for a structural variant of LG11 associated with female meiotic drive (Fishman and Saunders, 2008) , and the orders and marker distances on that linkage group reflect suppressed recombination relative to M. guttatus maps not segregating for the driving D haplotype (L Fishman, unpublished data).
Integrated M. lewisii map The integrated M. lewisii map consists of 151 markers spanning 627 cM on seven linkage groups corresponding to eight chromosomes (Supplementary Figure S3) . The two M. lewisii group maps differed in linkage group number and length because of putative inversions and translocations that suppress recombination in interspecific hybrids (Fishman et al., 2013) . However, because 480% of markers were shared and the M. lewisii Â M. parishii base map had high marker density placement of additional LC-only markers on the joint map was straightforward. Neither map had the expected eight linkage groups, because of an inferred M. lewisii-specific reciprocal translocation that joins two chromosomes into a single linkage group in both sets of interspecific hybrids (Fishman et al., 2013) . Several markers from the cluster corresponding to LG10 on LP1 þ 8 and LC1 þ 8 (MgSTS.355, MgSTS.463), as well as one marker from LG12 (MgSTS.327), were completely unlinked from LG9 and LG14 markers in conspecific M. cardinalis (Fishman et al., 2013 ). An intraspecific M. lewisii map, which was constructed using gene-based MlSTS markers whose homologs can be located on the M. guttatus physical map by BLAST and thus physically connected to MgSTS markers in our maps, did not include any markers representing M. guttatus LG10 (Pince, 2009 ). However, a small number of markers each with homologs on LG12, LG9 and LG14 mapped to a single linkage group in that study. In addition, mapping of markers from across this region in M. cardinalis Â M. parishii F2 hybrids, which should not segregate for the putative M. lewisii-specific translocation involving LPC 1 þ 8, recovers two distinct (unlinked) groups (A Stathos and L Fishman, unpublished data). Taken together, these studies suggest that M. lewisii has chromosomes corresponding roughly to LG12 þ LG9 þ LG14 and LG10 and that M. cardinalis and M. parishii have chromosomes corresponding roughly to LG10 þ LG12 and LG9 þ LG14a, and that the M. lewisii arrangement is derived. However, because we did not have sufficient informative marker coverage to characterize the full extent of intrasection rearrangement and derive an order for any given species, we present LPC1 þ 8 here as a single linkage group.
Synteny mapping
Alignment of the M. guttatus (GIM) and M. lewisii (LPC) integrated maps using 112 shared marker pairs (plus 29 genetic-physical pairs) revealed a complex history of fission, fusion and conservation resulting in major change in chromosome number (Figure 1) . We found no evidence of recent within-genus polyploidy, as the vast majority of MgSTS primers amplified single polymorphic loci in a given cross and those that amplified multiple, presumably paralogous, loci showed no strong pattern of colocalization in the M. guttatus maps (Supplementary Figure S1) . We did observe a few sets of paralogous markers potentially indicative of recent duplication (and potentially transposition) in M. guttatus, for example, a tightly linked group of markers on LG4 (e228a, e243a, e242a) all had partners clustered on LG9. However, markers from across LG4 and LG9 did not generally co-occur in the LPC-integrated map. Most importantly, we did not see intermingling of markers from multiple M. guttatus (GIM) groups in each M. lewisii (LPC) group (Figure 1) , as might be expected if each LPC group corresponded to two homeologous M. guttatus groups derived since the split between the sections. Instead, we see a clear pattern of segmental synteny, with a few groups (LG6 ¼ LPC7, LG8 ¼ LPC4, LG4 ¼ LPC5) essentially unchanged at a large scale, and the rest exhibiting fission and/or fusion of large contiguous chromosomal blocks.
We identified 16 conserved chromosomal segments corresponding to 12 entire M. guttatus chromosomes plus two pairs of partial chromosomes (LG14a and LG14b and LG11a and LG11b). Because most Mimulus outside of Simiolus and sister section Paradanthus have base chromosome numbers of B8, we present a working hypothesis for increase in chromosome number from 8 to 14 (via n ¼ 16, as found in the Simiolus-sister clade Paradanthus). If we assume an ancestral M. cardinalis-like arrangement of LCP1 þ 8 (LC1a ¼ LG9 þ LG14a and LC1b ¼ LG10 þ LG12), this hypothesis requires a minimum of eight 'fission' events to separate LPC1 þ 8 into LG10, LG12, LG9 and LG14a, LPC2 into LG14b, LG7 and LG11a, LPC3 into LG2 and LG11b and LPC6 into LG5, LG1, LG3 and LG13, plus two 'fusions' (or reciprocal translocations plus losses of the minor products) to join LG14 and LG11. This is a conservative estimate of the number of karyotypic changes occurring between M. guttatus and M. lewisii groups, as it includes only large-scale fission-fusion events and does not include intrachromosome inversions or translocations. Given that three of the four relatively stable chromosomes exhibit a major inversion/translocation polymorphism within one or both species complexes, it is likely that such events have also occurred on a broader evolutionary scale.
It is also theoretically possible that there was a polyploidization event within Mimulus along the branch leading to Paradanthus (polyphyletic, mostly n ¼ 16), Simiolus (monophyletic, mostly n ¼ 14) and Erythranthe (monophyletic, n ¼ 8 or 9) (Beardsley et al., 2003) . In this case, the lower chromosome numbers of Erythranthe would be secondarily derived by descending aneuploidy and homoplasic with the other n ¼ 8 taxa. However, analyses of expressed sequence tag libraries from M. lewisii and M. guttatus indicate that these taxa share a most recent whole-genome duplication event about 46-70 Mya (Clarke, 2012) , which pre-dates the estimated origins of both the genus Mimulus (35 Mya) and the family Phrymaceae (40 Mya) (Beardsley et al., 2004; Nie et al., 2006) . It is also theoretically possible that Paradanthus and Simiolus retain ancestral high chromosome numbers from this ancient polyploidization, and that all Mimulus clades with lower chromosome numbers Figure 1 Synteny between concatenated M. guttatus (GIM 1-14; colors) and M. lewisii (LPC 1 þ 8-7; black) linkage maps. Lines connect either a single marker genetically mapped in both groups (heavy) or an LPC marker physically linked to a second GIM marker (light), and are colored by the M. guttatus group. Tick marks show 10 cM intervals. The LPC groups are shown to scale, but the GIM groups are equalized for clarity. The figure was constructed using Circos software (Krzywinski et al., 2009 ).
Chromosome number evolution in monkeyflowers L Fishman et al have separately undergone reduction in chromosome number by fusion (in a minimum of four distinct lineages; Beardsley et al., 2004) . In this case, the eight haploid chromosomes of Erythranthe taxa would result from recent (o20 Mya) fusion, and would again not correspond to the chromosomes of other low-number taxa. Further comparative mapping, genomic and cytogenetic analyses of diverse Mimulus species will be necessary to definitively rule out these latter possibilities. However, a burst of fission in the yellow monkeyflowers, rather than recent polyploidy and fusion in the Erythranthe group or multiple convergent fusions in different lineages, appears to be the most likely scenario given our comparative map data. In either case, we can certainly rule out a polyploidy event specific to yellow monkeyflowers previously hypothesized on the basis of chromosome number evolution alone.
Map length of segments
We are cautious about making direct intersection comparisons of map length because both M. lewisii maps were based on heterospecific crosses, and may exhibit undetected recombination suppression in addition to the five major rearrangements inferred from intrasection comparative mapping (Pince, 2009) . However, it is apparent that the inferred increase in chromosome number in the M. guttatus group has resulted in substantial increases in intrachromosome recombination as well as the independent segregation of genes on new chromosomes (Figure 1) . Most notably, all four markers from M. guttatus LG1 (spanning 100 cM) occupy a region of just o20 cM near the center of LPC6, indicating a 45-fold increase in recombination among genes in this region after fission. Similarly, the two M. lewisii groups that appear fully collinear with their corresponding M. guttatus groups and are not known to differ by rearrangements within the M. lewisii group (LPC7 ¼ LG6 and LPC5 ¼ LG4) are each less than half as long as the syntenic region spanned by the same markers in M. guttatus. This suggests either that undetected M. lewisii-specific inversions suppress recombination in both the LC and LP maps of these groups or that patterns of recombination have fundamentally changed across the section in concert with the change in chromosome number, perhaps due to changes in the location and size of centromeric regions.
DISCUSSION
Changes in chromosome number are an important correlate of species diversification, and can be a direct cause of reproductive isolation. Reconstructing the mutational events that lead to chromosomal divergence is the key step in understanding the evolutionary processes that generate species and shape larger patterns of genome evolution. We infer that fission (and, less commonly, fusion), rather than whole genome duplication, accounts for a near-doubling of chromosome numbers in the lineage leading to the yellow monkeyflowers (M. guttatus species complex), a model system for ecological genetics and genomics. Despite this major karyotypic reorganization, the comparative linkage maps used to make this inference also demonstrate strong segmental synteny between M. guttatus group and M. lewisii group chromosomes, facilitating investigations of the genetic and molecular basis of phenotypic variation in the latter group and genus-wide. Furthermore, our results raise new questions about the mutational mechanisms and evolutionary causes of chromosomal number increase by fission, which may be more common in plants than has been generally appreciated.
In vertebrates, centric fission (whether simple or involving preduplication of centromeres Perry et al., 2004 ) is thought to be an important mechanism of karyotypic diversification (Ruiz-Herrera et al., 2011). In fact, a general trend of chromosome number increase by centric fission within some animal lineages led to the proposal of the 'minimum interaction hypothesis' , which posited that such fissions are universally favored because they reduce the probability of potentially costly reciprocal translocations (Imai et al., 1986) . More recently, Pardo-Manuel de Villena and Sapienza (2001a) provided an elegant mechanism for mammalian chromosomal evolution by fission and fusion based on direct selection on chromosomal structure. They proposed that centromeric competition during asymmetric female meiosis (female meiotic drive; Pardo-Manuel de Villena and Sapienza, 2001b) may explain the observed bimodal pattern of karyotypes (all acrocentric or all metacentric, few mixed karyotypes) across mammals. Specifically, they argued that the underlying polarity of female meiosis in a given lineage may consistently favor either a pair of acrocentrics (two centromeres) or the homologous metacentric (one centromere) in heterokaryotypes leading to biased fixation probabilities for the products of chromosomal fission or fusion, respectively. A consistent transmission bias for either acrocentrics or metacentrics would result in similar karyotypic structures within a lineage, and periodic shifts in spindle polarity would then result in the mammal-wide bimodal pattern.
In plants, chromosomal fusion (Schubert and Lysak, 2011; Lysak and Schubert, 2012) has been widely inferred as a cause for chromosome number reductions following ancestral polyploidization in model taxa such as Arabidopsis and maize (Lysak et al., 2006; Wang and Bennetzen, 2012) . In contrast, fission has received relatively little attention as a mechanism of chromosome number change in plants. Fission-fusion cycles have been observed in the common bean (Schubert et al., 1995) and there is no obvious mutational reason why fissions should not contribute to karyotypic evolution in plants as well as in mammals. Non-centric fission (that is, breakage of a chromosome into two pieces, only one of which includes a centromere) can carry obvious deleterious effects, but centric fissions should be less intrinsically deleterious, and no more so in plants than in mammals. In addition, chromosome breakage can lead to the recruitment of kinetochore proteins to new DNA sequences/locations and the epigenetic creation of functional neocentromeres (Topp et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2013) . Such centromere repositioning events, accompanied by a shift in the centromere-associated tandem DNA repeat, appear to have been important in chromosome number evolution within the cucurbits (Han et al., 2009) . Nonetheless, polyploidy has been concluded to be the major source of chromosome number increases in plants (Jones, 1998) , except in a few odd lineages such as Zamia (Olson and Gorelick, 2011) , slipper orchids (Cox et al., 1998) and sedges (Chung et al., 2012) . In sedges, which have holocentric chromosomes, fission may be common in part because the lack of localized centromeres allows breakage anywhere along a chromosome with relatively low risks of meiotic dysfunction (Chung et al., 2012) . However, increasing evidence of the dynamic and epigenetic nature of centromeres indicates that conservation of centromere position may not be a strong constraint on chromosome evolution, and thus suggests that chromosome increase by fission may be common even in non-holocentric taxa.
Because previous inferences of fission as a dominant mechanism of structural evolution within a particular lineage have generally been made on the basis of relationships between genome size and chromosome number, they often could not reconstruct individual evolutionary events (but see Han et al., 2009) . Our results for Mimulus suggest that wholesale chromosomal fission may be important even in taxa without incremental series of chromosome numbers, and provide an opportunity to investigate its mechanisms and consequences for plant evolution. In particular, our findings raise the question of whether the selfish processes proposed to drive mammalian karyotypic evolution (Pardo-Manuel de Villena and Sapienza, 2001a) may also shape plant genome structure. With just one transition, we cannot reach broad conclusions, but it appears that there has been a consistent bias toward fission, rather than equal amounts of fission and fusion, along the lineage leading to M. guttatus. However, it also appears that the chromosome number doubling we see does not result exclusively from a single burst of centric fissions, as some ancestral chromosomes must have undergone multiple rounds of fission (and subsequent fusion) to generate the current M. guttatus karyotype. Comparative genetic mapping in related taxa, as well as cytogenetic and physical mapping, will be necessary to reconstruct that process of karyotypic evolution fully. For example, we can ask whether the 16 syntenic segments we observe correspond to the chromosomes of the M. moschatus group (n ¼ 16), which would indicate that the two apparent M. guttatus fusions (forming LG11 and LG14, respectively) were relatively recent and potentially unique to section Simiolus.
Reconstructing karyotypic evolution in Mimulus is important not just to capture broad patterns of genomic evolution but also to understand the evolutionary mechanisms driving chromosomal change. Fissional doubling in chromosome number requires concurrent increase in centromere number, either by doubling/splitting of existing centromeres (centric fission) or by the recruitment of novel genomic locations and/or sequences to centromeric function. As the chromosome-level genome assembly of the M. guttatus genome is analyzed, and additional diverse Mimulus are sequenced, we have the opportunity to examine explicitly the process of centromere and genomic sequence evolution in concert with chromosome number increase. For example, our comparative mapping predicts that M. guttatus LG1 should be unusually gene poor (as it corresponds to a very small portion at the center of one putative ancestral chromosome) and potentially acrocentric, whereas LG4, LG6 and LG8 should be metacentric and symmetrically gene-rich, having remained stable in gross structure for at least the 20 million years inferred to separate the M. guttatus and M. lewisii groups.
More specifically, our comparative maps may also provide clues to the origins of an unusual, putatively centromeric, female meiotic drive system in M. guttatus. In this system, a variant M. guttatus LG11 with abnormally large arrays of the primary centromere-specific DNA repeat (Cent728) exhibits near 100% transmission advantage against heterospecific M. nasutus chromosomes and also drives relatively weakly (B60:40 bias) against non-driving homologs within M. guttatus. Fitness costs of drive homozygosity maintain intrapopulation polymorphism of two large non-recombining haplotypes spanning a large portion of LG11 (driving D haplotype frequency ¼ B35% in the focal Oregon population; Fishman and Saunders, 2008) and generate high levels of fitness variation due to genetic associations with male sterility. Recent cytogenetic screens suggest that Cent728 may be present in very low copy numbers across M. lewisii chromosomes, but is neither common nor centromere-associated (YZ Dong and L Fishman, unpublished data). Thus, understanding the establishment of new centromere locations and DNA associations during karyotypic turnover may be important for understanding the origins of meiotic drive, and vice versa. Interestingly, M. guttatus LG11 is one of the few chromosomes to have been derived by both fission and fusion. Specifically, the drive-associated genetic region (including markers MgSTS.87-MgSTS.471) corresponds to a small portion of M. lewisii LPC3, which otherwise corresponds to M. guttatus LG2, whereas the rest of LG11 corresponds to the bottom of M. lewisii LPC2. Thus, it is intriguingly possible that the fission and fusion events leading to the formation of LG11 predisposed that chromosome to further rearrangements, centromere repeat expansion and meiotic drive.
Finally, as genomic sequence becomes increasingly available from other Mimulus species (and until physically contiguous and closed genome sequences become far cheaper), our comparative genetic maps provide a template for investigating both chromosomal and genic evolution across this diverse model genus. Recent work suggests that chromosomal rearrangements have important roles in the evolution of reproductive isolation between sister species (Fishman et al., 2013) and in the maintenance of within-species (Lowry and Willis, 2010) and even within-population (Fishman and Saunders, 2008; Lee, 2009; Scoville et al., 2009 ) phenotypic variation in Mimulus. Linking the processes that drive recent chromosomal evolution with the larger-scale patterns revealed by genomic and genetic map comparisons holds great promise. More immediately, our maps provide a useful framework for investigations of the genetics of adaptation and speciation. Gene-based MgSTS markers allowed comparative mapping across approximately 20 million years of divergence within Mimulus, and are a resource for population and evolutionary genetics across the diversity of the genus. Recent studies have successfully used the M. guttatus physical map to target candidate genes involved in flower color divergence in M. aurantiacus and M. lewisii-M. cardinalis group, respectively (Streisfeld et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2013) , and MgSTS-anchored genetic maps will continue to provide an important link between physical maps and quantitative trait loci across the genus.
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